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Abstract
Let X be a compact Ka¨hler manifold, E → X a Hermitian vector bundle and
L→ X an ample line bundle. We construct a non-linear heat flow corresponding to
the almost Hermitian-Einstein equation introduced by N.C. Leung, and prove that
the solution exists for a short time. We also construct a potential function Dk for
this flow. In particular, Dk decreases along the flow.
1 Introduction and Main Results
The problem of existence and uniqueness of Hermitian-Einstein metrics for Mumford-
Takemoto stable bundles has been solved by Uhlenbeck and Yau in [5] using the continuity
method and by Donaldson in [1] using the heat equation method. Under a smoothness
assumption on the bundles, Leung in [2] and [3] proved a similar result in the case of
almost Hermitian-Einstein metrics for Gieseker stable bundles, using a singular perturba-
tion technique and the result obtained by Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau. This motivates us
to study the almost Hermitian-Einstein metrics by using the heat equation method.
The setting is the following. Let E → X be a holomorphic vector bundle over an n-
dimensional Ka¨hler manifold (X,ω), and L an ample line bundle over X with c1(L) = [ω].
The bundle E is called Hermitian when it is equipped with a Hermitian metric H = Hα¯β.
Following Leung [2, 3], the metric Hα¯β is said to be almost-Hermitian-Einstein if it satisfies
for large positive k the following equation, called the almost-Hermitian-Einstein equation,
[exp(
i
2pi
F + kωI)Td(X)](2n) =
1
rk(E)
χ(X,E ⊗ Lk)ω
n
n!
I (1)
where I is the identity, F is the curvature 2-form on the Hermitian vector bundle (E,H),
Td(X) is the harmonic representative with respect to ω of the Todd class of X , rk(E) is
the rank of E and χ(X,E ⊗ Lk) is the Euler characteristic of the bundle E ⊗ Lk:
χ(X,E ⊗ Lk) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)idimH i(X,E ⊗ Lk).
The leading terms in the almost Hermitian-Einstein equation correspond to the coefficients
of kn, and keeping these terms only gives the well-known Hermitian-Einstein equation
ΛF = µEI, (2)
1
where µE = c1(E)[ω]
n−1/rkE is the slope of E, and ΛF ≡ Fˆ = gjk¯Fk¯j, with the Ka¨hler
form given by ω = i
2
gk¯jdz
j ∧ dz¯k. The full almost Hermitian-Einstein equation can be
expressed in the following form
i
2pi
F ∧ ω
n−1
(n− 1)! = µE
ωn
n!
+
n−1∑
j=1
1
kj
Tj+1 (3)
with the terms Tj defined by
Tj = χ
j
E
ωn
n!
−
j∑
k=0
(
i
2pi
F )kTdj−kX
ωn−j
(n− j)! . (4)
For our purposes, it is convenient to rewrite (1) also as
ΛF = µEI − S(k), (5)
where S(k) consists of terms involving powers of 1/k strictly less than n, and is defined so
that the equation (3) coincide with the equation (5).
Associated to the almost Hermitian-Einstein equation is the following natural flow of
endomorphisms h(t) of E,
h˙(t)h−1(t) = −( ΛF − µEI + S(k) ), h(0) = I, (6)
where H0 is a fixed Hermitian metric on E, H(t) is a Hermitian metric evolving with time
t, and we have set h(t) = H(t)H−10 . The primary purpose of this paper is to study this
flow, and in particular, to construct a potential function for it.
To construct a potential function, we consider any path H(t) of Hermitian metrics with
H(0) = H0, and we introduce the following functional Dk defined by
Dk(H(t), H0) =
∫
X
nR2 ∧ ωn−1 − µER1ωn +
∫ t
0
tr(
n−1∑
j=1
1
kj
Tj+1h˙h
−1). (7)
where R1 = log det (tr(HH
−1
0 )), R2 =
√−1 ∫ t0 tr(F h˙h−1)dt are the well-known secondary
characteristic classes. Then our main results are as follows:
Theorem 1 (a) The functional Dk is a potential function on the space of Hermitian
metrics in the following sense. If h(s, t) satisfying h(s, 0) = I, h(s, 1) = HH−10 , is a smooth
deformation between the two paths h(0, t)H0 and h(1, t)H0 joining two fixed Hermitian
metrics H0 and H, then Dk(h(s, 1)H0, H0) is independent of s. Thus Dk(h(s, 1)H0, H0)
can be considered as a function of just the two end-points H0 and H.
(b) The functional Dk is a Hamiltonian for the flow (6) in the sense that
d
dt
Dk(H(t), H0) =
∫
X
tr ( (ΛF − µI + S(k)) h˙h−1)ωn. (8)
In particular, Dk is a decreasing function of t along the flow (6).
(c) For k large, the flow (6) is parabolic, and hence exists for some interval 0 ≤ t < T .
2
Theorem 2 Let µ be the moment map, that is, the expression defined by the left hand
side of the equation (1). Then µ satisfies the following evolution equation,
µ˙ =
∑
m
m−1∑
l=0
[
i
2pi
Cm−1l ω
l(
i
2pi
F )m−1−lTdn−m(X)∂¯∂H(
n!
ωn
µ)](sym)k
l. (9)
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2 Leung’s work
Almost Hermitian-Einstein metrics are natural from several viewpoints. As shown by
Leung, their existence is equivalent to the notion of Gieseker stability. They also have a
natural interpretation in terms of symplectic geometry. We give a brief review of some of
Leung’s work in this section.
Let the tangent vectors to the space of connections atDA be identified with the space of
End(E)-valued one forms on X . Then in [2, 3], a one-parameter family of gauge-invariant
2-forms on the space of connections on E was defined as follows:
Ωk(DA)(B,C) =
∫
X
TrE [B ∧ exp (kωI + i
2pi
FA) ∧ C]symTd(X) (10)
where B and C are End(E)-valued one-forms on X , and FA is the curvature tensor of the
connection DA. Then, it can be shown that Ωk is a symplectic form, and the corresponding
moment map for the action of the gauge group is
µ(DA) = [exp(kωI +
i
2pi
F )TdX]
(2n). (11)
Symplectic quotients can then be constructed as level sets of the moment map. The almost
Hermitian-Einstein equation (1) can be interpreted then as the equation for µ−1(c), where
c represents the right hand side of (1).
On the other hand, the notion of Gieseker stability of a vector bundle is the following.
Let E be a rank r holomorphic vector bundle (or coherent torsion-free sheaf in general)
over a projective variety X with ample line bundle L. The bundle E is said to be Gieseker
stable if for any nontrivial coherent subsheaf S of E, we have
χ(X,S ⊗ Lk)
rk S
<
χ(X,E ⊗ Lk)
rk E
(12)
for large enough k. Then it is also shown in [2, 3] that if E is an irreducible sufficiently
smooth holomorphic vector bundle over a compact Ka¨hler manifold X, then E is Gieseker
stable if and only if there exists an almost Hermitian-Einstein metric on E.
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3 Proof of Theorem 1
We begin with the proof of (a). By a basic lemma of Donaldson, the expression
∫
X
nR2 ∧ ωn−1 − µER1ωn
is independent of the paths of Hermitian metrics. See [4], whose methods we adapt be-
low. Thus the two first expressions in the functional Dk are path-independent, and it
suffices to show that each single term in the remaining third expression in (7) is also
path-independent. This means that we can simply deal with the following term:
R3 =
∫ t
0
∫
X
tr(F kTdj−kh˙h−1ωn−j). (13)
We begin by evaluating the second derivative R3ts of R3 with respect to r and s,
R3ts =
∫
X
tr
d
ds
(F kTdj−khth
−1ωn−j)
=
∫
tr(FsF
k−1Tdj−khth
−1ωn−j) +
∫
tr(FFsF
k−2Tdj−khth
−1ωn−j)
+
∫
tr(F 2FsF
k−3Tdj−khth
−1ωn−j) + · · ·
+
∫
tr(F k−1FsTd
j−khth
−1ωn−j) +
∫
tr(F kTdj−khtsh
−1ωn−j)
−
∫
tr(F kTdj−khth
−1hsh
−1ωn−j). (14)
By the commutation formula
Fs = ∂¯∂H(hsh
−1) = −∂H ∂¯(hsh−1)− Fhsh−1 + hsh−1F,
we get
R3ts =
∫
X
tr((−∂H ∂¯(hsh−1)− Fhsh−1 + hsh−1F )F k−1Tdj−khth−1ωn−j)
+
∫
tr(F (−∂H ∂¯(hsh−1)− Fhsh−1 + hsh−1F )F k−2Tdj−khth−1ωn−j)
+
∫
tr(F 2(−∂H ∂¯(hsh−1)− Fhsh−1 + hsh−1F )F k−3Tdj−khth−1ωn−j)
+ · · ·
+
∫
tr(F k−1(−∂H ∂¯(hsh−1)− Fhsh−1 + hsh−1F )Tdj−khth−1ωn−j)
+
∫
tr(F kTdj−khtsh
−1ωn−j)−
∫
M
tr(F kTdj−khth
−1hsh
−1ωn−j).
Here, we can see the second term in each line and the third term in the next line cancel.
The underlined terms also cancel, because
trAB = trBA
4
if A and B are even-form-valued matrices of the same size. Hence R3ts becomes
R3ts =
∫
X
tr((−∂H ∂¯(hsh−1))F k−1Tdj−khth−1ωn−j)
+
∫
X
tr(F (−∂H ∂¯(hsh−1))F k−2Tdj−khth−1ωn−j)
+
∫
X
tr(F 2(−∂H ∂¯(hsh−1))F k−3Tdj−khth−1ωn−j)
+ · · ·
+
∫
X
tr(F k−1(−∂H ∂¯(hsh−1))Tdj−khth−1ωn−j)
−
∫
X
tr(F khsh
−1Tdj−khth
−1ωn−j) +
∫
X
tr(F kTdj−khtsh
−1ωn−j). (15)
Next, we compute
∫
X tr
d
dt
(F kTdj−khsh
−1ωn−j). By using this time
Ft = ∂¯∂H(hth
−1) (16)
we get
∫
X
tr
d
dt
(F kTdj−khsh
−1ωn−j)
=
∫
X
tr(∂¯∂H(hth
−1)F k−1Tdj−khsh
−1ωn−j) +
∫
X
tr(F ∂¯∂H(hth
−1)F k−2Tdj−khsh
−1ωn−j)
+
∫
X
tr(F 2∂¯∂H(hth
−1)F k−3Tdj−khsh
−1ωn−j) + · · ·
+
∫
X
tr(F k−1∂¯∂H(hth
−1)Tdj−khsh
−1ωn−j) +
∫
X
tr(F kTdj−khtsh
−1ωn−j)
−
∫
X
tr(F kTdj−khsh
−1hth
−1ωn−j). (17)
We can evaluate now
∫
X tr
d
ds
(F kTdj−khth
−1ωn−j)−∫M tr ddt(F kTdj−khsh−1ωn−j).We notice
that the final two terms of
∫
X tr
d
ds
(F kTdj−khth
−1ωn−j) and
∫
M tr
d
dt
(F kTdj−khsh
−1ωn−j)
cancel. Next, by using integration by parts, the Bianchi identity, and the fact that Todd
classes are combinations of Chern classes, which are all closed forms, on the rest of the
terms of
∫
X tr
d
ds
(F kTdj−khth
−1ωn−j)− ∫M tr ddt(F kTdj−khsh−1ωn−j), we get
∫
X
tr
d
ds
(F kTdj−khth
−1ωn−j)−
∫
X
tr
d
dt
(F kTdj−khsh
−1ωn−j)
=
∫
X
tr((∂¯(hsh
−1)F k−1Tdj−k∂H(hth
−1)ωn−j))
+
∫
X
tr(F (∂¯(hsh
−1)F k−2Tdj−k∂H(hth
−1)ωn−j))
+ · · ·
+
∫
X
tr(F k−1(∂¯(hsh
−1)Tdj−k∂H(hth
−1)ωn−j))
+
∫
X
tr((∂H(hth
−1)F k−1Tdj−k∂¯(hsh
−1)ωn−j))
5
+
∫
X
tr(F (∂H(hsh
−1)F k−2Tdj−k∂¯(hsh
−1)ωn−j))
+ · · ·
+
∫
X
tr(F k−1(∂H(hsh
−1)Tdj−k∂¯(hsh
−1)ωn−j))
We claim the sum of these 2k terms is zero. We consider the i-th term and the (2k−i+1)-th
term as a pair. For simplicity, assume i = 1, then the pair
∫
X
tr(∂¯(hsh
−1)F k−1Tdj−k∂H(hth
−1)ωn−j) and
∫
X
tr(F k−1(∂H(hsh
−1)Tdj−k∂¯(hsh
−1)ωn−j))
(18)
cancel, because trAB = −trBA if A and B are odd-form-valued matrices of the same size.
The same argument works on the other pairs, and this proves the claim. Let h(s, t) be
now a deformation of paths as in the statement of Theorem 1. Then we have
d
ds
R3 =
d
ds
∫ 1
t=0
∫
X
tr(F khth
−1Tdj−kωn−j)
=
∫ 1
t=0
∫
X
d
dt
tr(F khsh
−1Tdj−kωn−j)
=
∫ 1
t=0
∫
X
d
dt
tr(F khsh
−1Tdj−kωn−j)
=
∫
X
tr(F khsh
−1Tdj−kωn−j)|t=1t=0 = 0, (19)
since hs = 0 at t = 0 and 1. This finishes the proof of (a) in Theorem 1.
Next, we prove (b). By the work of Donaldson, we already know that ∂
∂t
R1 = tr(h˙h
−1)
and ∂
∂t
R2 =
√−1tr(F h˙h−1). It follows immediately that
dDk
dt
=
∫
X
tr((ΛF − µEI)h˙h−1)ωn + tr(
n−1∑
j=1
1
kj
Tj+1h˙h
−1)
=
∫
X
tr( (ΛF − µEI + S(k) )h˙h−1)ωn. (20)
In particular, along the flow (6), we have
dDk
dt
= −
∫
X
|(ΛF − µEI + S(k))|2ωn ≤ 0, (21)
and (b) is proved.
Finally, (c) follows from the fact that the principal symbol of −∧F is actually the same
as the symbol of the Laplacian ∆. Right away we can see the principal symbol of the left
hand side of almost Hermitian-Einstein flow is elliptic at the initial time. The short-time
existence is then a consequence of the general theory of parabolic equations. Q.E.D.
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4 Proof of Theorem 2
To prove Theorem 2, we write the almost Hermitian-Einstein flow in the following form:
h˙h−1 =
−[exp( i
2pi
F + kωI)Td(X)](2n) + 1
rk(E)
χ(X,E ⊗ Lk)ωn
n!
IE
ωn
n!
.
Recall that the moment map µ is given by (11). Thus
µ˙ =
d
dt
[
∑
m
(
i
2pi
F + kωI)mTdn−m(X)] = [
∑
m
(
i
2pi
F + kωI)m−1
i
2pi
F˙Tdn−m(X)](sym). (22)
Since F˙ = ∂¯∂H(h˙h
−1) for any flow, we can combine these formulas and get
µ˙ = [
∑
m
(
i
2pi
F + kωI)m−1
i
2pi
∂¯∂H(h˙h
−1)Tdn−m(X)](sym)
= [
∑
m
(
i
2pi
F + kωI)m−1
i
2pi
×
∂¯∂H(
−[exp( i
2pi
F + kωIE)Td(X)]
(2n) + 1
rk(E)
χ(X,E ⊗ Lk)ωn
n!
IE
ωn
n!
)Tdn−m(X)](sym)
= [
∑
m
(
i
2pi
F + kωI)m−1
i
2pi
∂¯∂H(
µ
ωn
n!
)Tdn−m(X)](sym)
=
∑
m
m−1∑
l=0
[
i
2pi
Cm−1l ω
l(
i
2pi
F )m−1−lTdn−m(X)∂¯∂H(
µ
ωn
n!
)](sym)k
l. (23)
This is the evolution equation for the moment map µ. We observe that it is a polynomial
in k. The highest degree term has coefficient ∆ µ
ω
n
n!
, but the rest of the terms involve F,
which cannot be converted to µ. Q.E.D.
5 Some explicit formulas
The almost Hermitian-Einstein flow appears to be considerably more complicated than
the Hermitian-Einstein, or Donaldson heat flow. For the Donaldson heat flow, as shown
by Donaldson [1], important geometric quantities such as the curvature density can be
controlled, and the flow exists for all time. But for the almost Hermitian-Einstein equation,
the flow for these quantities are more complicated, and a full analysis is still unavailable.
In this section, we derive some explicit formulas to illustrate these features. For the sake of
simplicity, we consider only the case of X of dimension 2 (when X is dimension of 1, there
is no difference between the almost Hermitian-Einstein flow and the Hermitian-Einstein
flow) and E of rank 1, where the equation becomes already complicated. In this case, the
almost Hermitian-Einstein equation can be written as
i
2pi
F ∧ ω = µω
2
2
+
1
k
(χ2
ω2
2
− Td2X −
i
2pi
F ∧ Td1X − (
i
2pi
F )2). (24)
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If we write down the local coordinate expression of the evolution equation for the metric
h on the line bundle E, we get:
h˙h−1 = −Fˆ + µ+ 1
k
(χ2 +
1
4pi2
(Fik¯Fki¯ − Fˆ 2) +
1
8pi2
(Fik¯Rki¯ − Fˆ Rˆ)− ˜Td2X) (25)
where F is the curvature of the bundle E, R is the curvature of the base manifold X , Fˆ
means Fi¯i, Rˆ is the scalar curvature and
˜Td2X is the coefficient of
ω2
2
in the second Todd
class Td2. It is known that ˜Td2X is a degree two polynomial in curvature R. In the special
case when the base metric ω is Ka¨hler-Einstein, the flow reduces to
h˙h−1 = −Fˆ + µ+ 1
k
(χ2 +
1
4pi2
(Fik¯Fki¯ − Fˆ 2)− ˜Td2X).
Notice that the right hand side of the almost Hermitian-Einstein equation is non-linear in
F . However, if we let k →∞, (25) goes to
h˙h−1 = −Fˆ + µ,
the Hermitian-Einstein flow.
Now, let’s derive the evolution equation for F :
F˙ = ∂¯∂H(h˙h
−1)
= −∂¯∂H(Fˆ − µ− 1
k
(χ2 +
1
4pi2
(Fˆ 2 − Fik¯Fki¯) +
1
8pi2
(Fˆ Rˆ− Fik¯Rki¯) + ˜Td2X))
= −∂¯∂H(Fˆ − 1
k
(
1
4pi2
(Fˆ 2 − Fik¯Fki¯) +
1
8pi2
(Fˆ Rˆ − Fik¯Rki¯) + ˜Td2X)).
Hence we have
d
dt
|F |2 = 2Re(F˙ , F )
= 2Re(−∂¯∂H(Fˆ − 1
k
(
1
4pi2
(Fˆ 2 − Fik¯Fki¯) +
1
8pi2
(Fˆ Rˆ− Fik¯Rki¯)
+ ˜Td2X)), F ).
Next we compute the 1
k
- terms:
(∂¯∂H(Fik¯Rki¯)l¯mFlm¯ = ∇l¯∇m(Fik¯Rki¯)Flm¯
= (∇l¯∇mFik¯)Rki¯Flm¯ +∇mFik¯∇l¯Rki¯Flm¯ +∇l¯Fik¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
+Fik¯∇l¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
= (∇l¯∇iFmk¯)Rki¯Flm¯ +∇mFik¯∇l¯Rki¯Flm¯ +∇l¯Fik¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
+Fik¯∇l¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
= (∇i∇l¯Fmk¯ − Fak¯Ramil¯ − Fma¯Ra¯k¯il¯)Rki¯Flm¯
8
+∇mFik¯∇l¯Rki¯Flm¯ +∇l¯Fik¯∇mRki¯Flm¯ + Fik¯∇l¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
= (∇i∇k¯Fml¯)Flm¯Rki¯ − Fak¯Ramil¯Rki¯Flm¯ − Fma¯Ra¯k¯il¯Rki¯Flm¯
+∇mFik¯∇l¯Rki¯Flm¯ +∇l¯Fik¯∇mRki¯Flm¯ + Fik¯∇l¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
=
1
2
∇i∇k¯|Fml¯|2Rki¯ −∇iFml¯∇k¯Flm¯Rki¯
+∇mFik¯∇l¯Rki¯Flm¯ +∇l¯Fik¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
−Fak¯Ramil¯Rki¯Flm¯ − Fma¯Ra¯k¯il¯Rki¯Flm¯ + Fik¯∇l¯∇mRki¯Flm¯.
Similarly
(∂¯∂H(Fik¯Fki¯)l¯mFlm¯ = ∇l¯∇m|Fik¯|2Flm¯,
(∂¯∂H(Fˆ
2)l¯mFlm¯ = Fˆ△|F |2 − 2|∇iFml¯|2Fˆ + 2∇mFi¯i∇l¯Fjj¯Flm¯
−2Fa¯iRamil¯FˆFlm¯ − 2Fma¯Ra¯i¯il¯FˆFlm¯,
(∂¯∂H(Fˆ Rˆ)l¯mFlm¯ =
1
2
Rˆ△|F |2 − |∇iFml¯|2Rˆ +∇mFˆ∇l¯RˆFlm¯
+∇l¯Fˆ∇mRˆFlm¯ + Fˆ∇l¯∇mRˆFlm¯
−Fa¯iRamil¯RˆFlm¯ − Fma¯Ra¯i¯il¯RˆFlm¯.
If we follow Donaldson’s argument, we can show when rk(E) = 1, d
dt
|F |2 = −2Re(∂¯∂H Fˆ , F )
implies an inequality
(
d
dt
−∆)|F |2 ≤ C|F |2 − 2|∇iFml¯|2. (26)
In our case the inequality becomes:
(
d
dt
−△)|F |2 ≤ C|F |2 − 2|∇iFml¯|2 −
1
k
1
4pi2
(Fˆ△|F |2 − Fki¯∇i∇k¯|F |2)
− 1
k
1
16pi2
(Rˆ△|F |2 −Rki¯∇i∇k¯|F |2) +
1
k
1
8pi2
(−∇iFml¯∇k¯Flm¯Rki¯
+ ∇mFik¯∇l¯Rki¯Flm¯ +∇l¯Fik¯∇mRki¯Flm¯ + C|F |2
+ 4|∇iFml¯|2Fˆ − 4∇mFˆ∇l¯FˆFlm¯ + C|F |3
+ |∇iFml¯|2Rˆ−∇mFˆ∇l¯RˆFlm¯ −∇l¯Fˆ∇mRˆFlm¯ + C|F |2 + C|F |)
We summarize this as,
Proposition Let X be of dimension 2 and E be of rank 1. We have the following inequality
d
dt
|F |2 + (1
k
1
4pi2
Fˆ +
1
k
1
16pi2
Rˆ− 1)△|F |2 + 1
k
(− 1
4pi2
Fki¯ −
1
16pi2
Rki¯)∇i∇k¯|F |2)
≤ C|F |2 − 2|∇iFml¯|2 +
1
k
((
1
2pi2
Fˆ +
1
8pi2
Rˆ)|∇iFml¯|2 −
1
2pi2
∇mFˆ∇l¯FˆFlm¯
− 1
8pi2
∇iFml¯∇k¯Flm¯Rki¯ +
1
8pi2
∇mFik¯∇l¯Rki¯Flm¯ +
1
8pi2
∇l¯Fik¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
− 1
8pi2
∇mFˆ∇l¯RˆFlm¯ −
1
8pi2
∇l¯Fˆ∇mRˆFlm¯ + C|F |3 + C|F |).
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The inequality we get is much more complicated than the one, (26), in the case of
Hermitian-Einstein flow. However, if we let k →∞, the inequality reduces to (26)
(
d
dt
−∆)|F |2 ≤ C|F |2 − 2|∇iFml¯|2
as desired.
If we assume that the base metric gki¯ has a constant scalar curvature, the inequality
simplifies to
d
dt
|F |2 + (1
k
1
4pi2
Fˆ +
1
k
1
16pi2
Rˆ− 1)△|F |2 + 1
k
(− 1
4pi2
Fki¯ −
1
16pi2
Rki¯)∇i∇k¯|F |2)
≤ C|F |2 − 2|∇iFml¯|2 +
1
k
((
1
2pi2
Fˆ +
1
8pi2
Rˆ)|∇iFml¯|2 −
1
2pi2
∇mFˆ∇l¯FˆFlm¯
− 1
8pi2
∇iFml¯∇k¯Flm¯Rki¯ +
1
8pi2
∇mFik¯∇l¯Rki¯Flm¯ +
1
8pi2
∇l¯Fik¯∇mRki¯Flm¯
+ C|F |3 + C|F |).
If we further assume that the base metric gki¯ is Ka¨hler-Einstein, the inequality simplifies
to
d
dt
|F |2 + (1
k
1
4pi2
Fˆ − 1)△|F |2 + 1
k
(− 1
4pi2
Fki¯)∇i∇k¯|F |2)
≤ C|F |2 − 2|∇iFml¯|2 +
1
k
(
1
2pi2
|∇iFml¯|2Fˆ −
1
2pi2
∇mFˆ∇l¯FˆFlm¯
+ C|F |3 + C|F |).
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